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ABSTRACT
This paper concerns the description of rational and irrational numbers, based on
the Euclidean Division and Continued Fractions and intends to highlight that,
despite the fact that quadratic irrationals are irrationals, they governed by a peculiar
periodicity which was known in ancient times through geometry and is readily
apparent today through the form of continued fractions (Euler, Lagrange, Gauss).
The Euclidean Division (anthyphairesis) for whole numbers and magnitudes was
presented by Euclid in the seventh and tenth Book of Elements respectively, which
are attributed to Theaetetus, reflecting the Pythagorean tradition. The result of
Euclidean Division between two whole numbers a and b (a>b) (rational number a /
b) is obtained by the finite process of finding the greatest common divisor of two
numbers, while the process of finding common measure between two magnitudes a
and b (a>b) is either finite (rational number a / b) or infinite (irrational number a /
b). When, in the process of infinite case, periodicity is appeared (self-similarity)
then the parts – magnitudes of division are quadratic irrationals – a fact which
separates them from the other irrationals. Therefore, the structure of quadratic
irrationals resembles the one of fractals, which are governed by self-similarity. The
finite case is represented by finite continued fractions while the infinite one by
infinite periodic or not periodic continued fractions, where the successive quotients
of Euclidean division appear in the expansion of continued fractions.
Quadratic irrationals find frequent use in science and art.

